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ABSTRACT 
The mechanical impact of coatings containing residual 
stress on membranes is investigated. Closed-form formulas 
describing this impact are presented and verified using both 
finite elements modeling and physical experiments. Theory 
and experiments are in good agreement. Thus, a simple 
tool for design of coated pressure sensors is provided. 

INTRODUCTION 

For the use of differential pressure sensors in aggressive me- 
dia protection of the membrane by a thin film protective 
coating has been suggested [l].For true differential pressure 
sensors, a double-sided coating is required. Residual stresses 
are likely to occur in such coatings. The mechanical impact 
of coatings on membranes is important to know in order to 
predict the sensitivity of the pressure sensor. 

The influence of residual stress on uncoated membranes 
on the sensitivity of membranes has previously been inves- 
tigated and presented in [2]. Changes in the deformation, 
strain and deflection, at respectively the centre and the edges 
of the membrane can be calculated from Eq. (I) and (2), as 
a function of the residual strain, eTes, normalized with the 
slimness squared, (a l t ) ' :  

in which a is a constant. For values of cy see Table. 1. 
A theory describing the changed stiffness of the layered 

structure as compared to the uncoated membrane has been 
suggested in [3]: 
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Table 1: Values of a for deflection and bending strain. 

location deflection bending strain 
center 0.290 0.445 

. mid-edge - 0.391 

with A = 1 + 2 x x ( (1  + 2 x <)3 - 1) 

A denotes the impact of a coating of zero residual stress 
on a membrane of zero residual stress. x represents the coat- 
ing's material stiffness, which depends on Young's modulus, 
E ,  and Poisson's ratio, v, relative to the membrane's mate- 
rial stiffness. < is the ratio between coating and membrane 
thickness. ~ ~ ~ ~ , ~ ~ ~ t ( a / t ) ~  is the residual stress in the coating 
normalized to the slimness of the membrane squared. 

Physical experiments and finite element modeling, FEM, 
using ANSYS were carried out to verify this suggested 
theory. Only square membranes were investigated. 

A new design of differential pressure sensors, which avoids 
step-coverage problems of the coating, uses a deposited mem- 
brane on top of the piezoresistors and interconnects [ 5 ] .  In 
this design the piezoresistors are located at the backside of 
the membrane (see Fig. lb). 

Whether the piezoresistors are located at the front- or 
at the backside of the membrane changes the strain profile 
in the region of piezoresistors, due to the change of local 
geometry from a flat surface (see Fig la) to a relatively sharp 
edge (see Fig lb).  

A change in the strain level, due to a different location, 
will be shown as a change of the value of the constant in 
Eq. (5), which shows the relation between the strain and 
the applied pressure, q: 

' 

qa2( 1 - v2) 
Et2  

E = const x (5) 

Pressure sensors are normally only subjected to minor 
deformation in order to maintain linear deformation, which 
then can be predicted by using Eq. (5). In order to get the 
largest possible operation-range of a pressure sensor it is 
important to know when the non-linear deformations have 
a major influence. Therefore the maximum level of relative 
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Piezoresistor on top 
of membrane of piezoresistor 

Membrane on top 

(deposited membrane) 

Figme 1: Cross-section of KOH-etched silicon membrane.  
T h e  piezoresistors can either be placed o n  the front-  ( a )  or 
o n  the backside (b)  of the  membrane.  Interconnects were no t  
included in the' simulations.  

deformations was determined for two different criteria: 
When the non-linear deformation is respectively 1% and 
10% of the total deformation. 

FEM EXPERIMENTS 

Finite element modeling of layered structures can either be 
done using normal solid elements and individual modeling of 
each layer or by using layered elements (solid or shell), where 
one element can contain multiple layers. No significant 
differences between these two approaches were observed. 

Very good accordance between results derived using 
ANSYS and theory is obtained for centre deflection, within 
2%. For bending strain at the centre and at the middle of 
the edges of the membrane, see Fig. 2, a good accordance is 
found for tensile normalized residual strains, E ~ ~ ~ , ~ ~ ~ ~  (u/ t ) ' ,  
and minor compressive normalized residual strain. The 
range of the normalized residual strain is from -10 to 10 
for most practical applications of thin films as protective - 
s m  "\ I , , 1 3  

6 Normalized residual strain, &, ,(dtp [ ] 3 
Figure 2:  Change in strain at  centre and at  t he  middle  of 
the edges of the  membrane.  < = 1/25. 

coating on membranes in pressure sensors. Within this 
range the accordance between the theory and the results 
derived using FEM is very good: within 5% for the entire 
range and mostly within 1%. 

Finite element modeling has been carried out in order to 
measure the difference of the strain level at the front- or the 
backside of the membrane, when the membrane is produced 
using a KOH-etch (see Fig. 1). Both these scenarios have 
been compared to the ideally clamped boundary condition 
neglecting the sloping sidewalls. For these experiments the 
solid45 element in ANSYS has been used. Interconnects were 
not included in the simulations, and the strain levels were 
calculated for the outer layers of the membrane, neglecting 
that the piezoresistors do have a thicknei;s. 

Besides the expected difference of the strain-level due to 
changes of the location from the front- to the backside of 
the membrane, the dependence on the slimness has also 
been determined, see Fig 3. 

PHYSICAL EXPERIMENTS 

The mechanical impact of coatings o,n membranes was 
determined physically by applying a differential pressure 
over a silicon wafer containing KOH-etched membranes. 
The deflection profiles of the membranes were measured 
optically using a UBM autofocus system with a vertical 
resolution of 0.03 pm and horizontal resolution of 1 pm. 
The same membrane was measured, before a coating was 
deposited, with coating deposited and after removal of the 
coating. The bending strain along the deflection profile can 
be derived from the deflection profile: etbend = - t / 2  x 9 
according to the general theory of linear deflection found in 
[4]. This was also done, see Fig. 4. Center deflection and 
bending strain, both at the center and at the edges, were 
determined from the measured surfaceprofile. Considerable 
inaccuracy was present when deriving the bending strain. 

-m- Both sides of the membrane 
Elastic boundary 
-0- top side of the inembrame 
-A- bottom side of ib membrane 

10 100 

Slimness 

Figure 3: value of the  l inear constant for €edge as a func t ion  
of the  sl imness,  for 3 different scenari0.s:' Ideally clamped 
boundary (squares), elastic boundary at  t he  fronts ide (cir-  
cles) and at  t he  backside (triangles) of the membrane.  
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Figure 4: Deflection profile of membrane .  Derivation of 
bendang strain from second derivative of the  deflection profile. 

Amorphous tantalum oxide, a-TaO was applied in the above 
experiment. a-TaO has excellent coating properties [3]. 
x = 1 for a-TaO on silicon. The coatings were sputtered 
on either side of the membrane and had a thickness of 0.95 
p m .  Measurements were carried out at 4 different residual 
stress levels, obtained by post-annealing of the coating at 
different temperatures [3]. 

RESULTS 
In Table 2 the impacts, both experimental and theoretical, 
of the coatings can be observed for two membranes, with 
sidelengths of 1480 and 2620 p m  and thicknesses of 19.0 
and 21.5 p m ,  respectively. In general the experimental im- 
pacts, derived using the more reliable center deflection, are 
smaller than the theoretical. The residual stress levels were 
measured using a separate test-wafer and variations of the 
residual stress levels as-deposited occur. This might be the 
reason for this general discrepancy between the experimental 
and theoretical impacts. 

The inaccuracy of the physical experiments was deter- 
mined prior to these experiments and is presented by the 
error bars in the diagram in Table 2. Including the inaccu- 
racy there is in general accordance with the theoretically 
and the experimentally derived impacts. 

Along the investigation of the impact of different locations 
of the piexoresistor a dependence of the slimness on the linear 
constant was discovered, which may be caused by the gradual 
change of the membrane from a thick plate to a thin plate, 
which is described by different theories. 

Table 2: Impacts  of coatings derived theoretically and exper- 
imenta l ly .  

' 

Impact ["h] 
-20 -40 -60 

-66 122 -5 78 

-66 78 -236 

-10 122 -0876 

-10 78 -0358 

45 122 394 

45 78 161 

79 122 691 

79 78 282 

A difference of the strain level at the front- and backside 
of the membrane is observed and illustrated in Fig 3 as a 
different value of the constant in Eqn (5). For larger slim- 
nesses the strain-levels converge, but for moderate slimnesses 
of around 100 there is still a difference of approximately 10%. 

Furthermore it can be seen that the strain level at the 
backside of the membrane as a function of the slimness is 
similar to the one for the ideally clamped boundary. This 
is not the case for the strain level at the frontside of the 
membrane. 

The influence of the non-linear behaviour can be seen 
in Tab 3. For the same degree of non-linearity it requires 
a different degree of relative deformation when comparing 
wcent, E c e n t  and € e d g e .  If piezoresistive read-out is used to 
measure the pressure, the non-linearity of the strain at the 
centre and at the edges are of interest. Comparing these 
two and using a 1% non-linearity criteria the difference of 
deformation allowed to fulfill this criteria is a factor of 6. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Closed-form formulas for the impact of coatings on mem- 
brane have been presented and have been verified using 
finite elements modeling and physical experiments. 

Using finite element modeling it has been shown that there 
is a difference in strain level, which the piezoresistors mea- 
sure, depending on positioned at the front- or the backside 
of the membrane. 

Also, using finite element modeling non-linear deflection 
has been investigated. Maximum levels of relative deforma- 

Table 3: Beginning of non-linear behaviour for 
W c e n t ,  E c e n t  and e e d g e .  Non-linearity as defined as: 
100% x - 

Parameter 1 % non-linearity 10% nonlinearity 
W c e n t  0.15 0.45 
G e n t  0.025 9 0.2 s 
€ e d g e  0.15 s 1.0 y 
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tion. were determined for % and 0% non-linearity. 
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